PMVA TRAINING MANIKIN
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO SAVE LIVES
Ruth Lee is a family business whose core values revolve around the
care of our employees, service to our customers and uncompromising
product quality. We are proud to serve YOU, the dedicated
professionals who make such a valuable contribution to society.
We employ highly skilled people and source the most durable
materials to ensure our products meet the highest international
standards.
Our manikins are designed to represent the correct anatomic weight
distribution of a real person, and we offer a range of different models
to suit every conceivable scenario. This ensures that your training is as
realistic and as effective as possible; preparing you for all eventualities.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF
TRAINING MANIKINS,
BESPOKE BAGS,
OPERATIONAL
PRODUCTS AND FIRE
SIMULATION EQUIPMENT

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS:
+44 (0) 1490 413 282

SALES@RUTHLEE.CO.UK

WWW.RUTHLEE.CO.UK

PMVA
TRAINING MANIKIN
•S
 oft body joints to eliminate the risk of pinch
welts and bruising; common injuries when using
plastic bodied manikins.

IDEAL FOR THE FOLLOWING TRAINING
SCENARIOS:
The PMVA (Prevention and Management of
Violence and Aggression) Manikin was designed
with assistance from a renowned facility for
physical intervention training aimed at reducing
the escalation of violence in mental health
establishments, but is equally of value to those
managing potentially violent persons, such as
prisons, the Police and even special schools.

•A
 n immobilisation/extrication collar can be
fitted around the neck of our adult manikins to
promote proper casualty care, if required.
•U
 sing shoutbox feature (optional extra) you
can personalise a recorded message up to 60
seconds which can be periodically repeated.
•C
 omes complete with boots and overalls which
are easily replaced if damaged.

SPECIAL MATERIALS:
Constructed from the same flame retardant
material used in Police ballistic/stab vests, offering
4x the strength and abrasion resistance of
16oz canvas or P.V.C. (conforms to OEKO-TEX®
Standard 100, BS EN ISO 12947-2 & 14116: 2008).
High density polypropylene webbing (25mm rated
to 207 Kg, 50mm rated to 440Kg).

NOT SUITED FOR:
•U
 se in temperatures above 100°C or flashover
scenarios – See our Fire House manikin.
•U
 se in water – See our Water Rescue range.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
•T
 ough drag protectors and overalls to greatly
extend the life of your manikin.
•S
 houtbox and hood to give your casualty the
power of speech to add extra realism.
•F
 ace mask and wig for a more human-like
appearance.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
•C
 omes complete with gloved hands, which
articulate at the correct pressure points.
•H
 olds can be performed in seated or lying
position.
•M
 inimises person-to-person contact.
•A
 natomically correct weight distribution to give
the ‘feel’ of an unconscious casualty.
• Strong webbing loop at the back allows easy
handling, hauling aloft, storage and suspension
for drying.
•T
 ough enough to withstand being buried under
concrete or steel lintels, driven over by a 4x4
vehicle, or dropped from a 2nd floor window
without damage.

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR:
•M
 ental Health Institutions
•S
 ecure Hospitals
•P
 olice and Prisons
•A
 nyone who needs to safely handle potentially
violent persons.

AVAILABLE WEIGHTS & SIZES:
DESCRIPTION

MODEL CODE

HEIGHT (M)

WEIGHT (KG)

NATO STOCK #

30Kg Adult

RLNRM30

1.80

30

NA

* Please note that a small amount of metal is used in the construction of this manikin. If this is
an issue, please contact us before purchasing.
CAUTION - this product contains natural rubber latex which can cause an allergic reaction in
some individuals. If a reaction occurs please discontinue use and seek medical attention.
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